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BPICO-1820 
COuntertOP COnveyOr Oven
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Speedy baking through our powerful fan-jet system.

Simple design enables easy operating and 
easy cleaning with complete access to major 
components, including removable conveyor system.  

Flexible variable speed conveyor and blower 
motors offer almost limitless control options of time 
and heat for a large variety of baking needs.



Countertop Conveyor Oven

Compliance with UL 710B using EPA Method 202. Ventless certification is for all foods items except for foods classified as “fatty raw proteins.” Such foods include bone-in, skin-on chicken,  
raw hamburger meat, raw bacon, raw sausage, steaks, etc. If cooking these types of foods, consult local HVAC codes and authorities to ensure compliance with ventilation requirements.

Ventless cooking provides a cost effective solution for locations in which it is too difficult or 

expensive for a traditional ventilation system.

Small footprint fits well on most countertops yet has large capacity

Revolutionary concept in baking uses a powerful fan-jet system to force hot air toward food 

on a reversible conveyor, accelerating the cooking process, without compromising quality.

Faster food delivery means higher productivity and higher customer satisfaction.

Design configurations include three conveyor length choices, stackable units up to three 

high, landing shelves that can hold 18” pizza on both sides, multiple power options 

available.

Outstanding menu flexibility for fast heating, cooking, baking and even finishing for crispness.

A new product designed by Bakers Pride, the oven experts with a long tradition of innovation 

in ovens-Deck, Countertop, Speed, Convection and now, Conveyor.



 
Dimensions

Specifications

Construction
Stainless steel oven cabinet. 

Power Supply

Watts Voltage Phase Plug

8400 208, 220, 240 1 6-50

8400 208, 240 3 15-30

 
 
Shipping 
BPICO-1820: 244 lbs.

FOB: Nogales, AZ 85621
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